INTRODUCTION
In this article, we study the following class of ladder determinantal varieties, which are important because of their relation to Schubert varieties. w x Let k be a field and X s X an m = n matrix of indeterminates. A i j one-sided ladder is a subset L : X with shape as in the picture below, say with h upper outside corners , 1 F i F h, each determining a rectangu- Ž . Classical determinantal rings k X rI X , where I X is the ideal i j t t generated by t-minors of a rectangular matrix X for a fixed t, are important objects in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry. These rings were shown to be normal Cohen᎐Macaulay domains by Hochster w x and Eagon 13 . Svanes proved that they are Gorenstein if and only if X is w x a square matrix 25 , and Bruns determined that their divisor class groups are free of rank one. Determinantal rings arise as rings of invariants of linear group actions. The relation to invariant theory was explored by De Concini and Procesi, who endowed them with the structure of algebras w x with straightening laws 7 . Classical determinantal rings have also been studied by many others, beginning with Macaulay and including Eagon and w x Ž w x. Northcott 8 who found their resolutions over k X and Abhyankar.
i j
The first generalization of these rings, namely determinantal rings that are defined by ideals generated by the minors of some fixed size in a ''ladder'' of indeterminates, was introduced by Abhyankar in his investigations into the singularities of Schubert varieties of flag manifolds. A Ž . two-sided ladder is a subset L of a matrix X of indeterminates such that every square submatrix of X is entirely contained in L if its skew diagonal is contained in L. It is called a one-sided ladder if it only has one lower corner. Two-sided ladder determinantal rings share many properties with classical determinantal rings. They are know to be Cohen᎐Macaulay w x w x domains by results of Narasimhan 21 and Herzog and Trung 12 . Conca w x 4, 5 showed their normality, determined their divisor class groups, and gave a characterization of their Gorensteinness in terms of the shape of w x the ladder. In addition Conca and Herzog 6 prove that all ladder Ž determinantal rings in characteristic zero have rational singularities parw x. tial results were shown earlier by Glassbrenner and Smith 10 .
The study of two-sided ladder determinantal rings is often reduced to the one-sided case. In addition, many results are only known for one-sided w x ladder determinantal rings. Such an example is the result of Mulay 19 , relating the corresponding affine varieties to Schubert varieties; a similar result for the two-sided case is not known.
The next generalization is to consider determinantal rings defined by minors of different sizes in certain subregions of a generic matrix or ladder. These subregions are blocks of consecutive columns which begin with the first column or blocks of consecutive rows which end with the last row. In the full matrix situation these ideals are precisely the ideals cogenerated by fixed minors; they are also ideals of open cells of Schubert varieties in Grassmanians. Ladder determinantal ideals defined by mixedsize minors in such regions were shown to be normal domains by Motwani w x Ž and Sohoni 17 however, blocks of columns and rows were not considered . simultaneously . They also determined the divisor class group for one-sided w x one-corner ladders 18 . w x In the one-sided case, Gonciulea and Lakshmibai 11 showed that the varieties in this more general case are related to Schubert varieties; hence one deduces that these varieties are irreducible, normal, Cohen᎐Macaulay, and have rational singularities. In addition they found the irreducible components of the singular loci of ladder determinantal varieties; consequently they found irreducible components of the singular loci of those Schubert varieties which come up in the above-mentioned correspondence Ž . the case of an arbitrary Schubert variety is still an open problem .
The ladder determinantal varieties which we study in this paper are another important generalization of the classical one-sided ladder determinantal varieties with equal-size minors since they are also related to certain open subsets of Schubert varieties; this is one of the main results of this paper. We show that these varieties correspond to opposite cells in Schubert varieties in flag varieties of type A . In consequence, one n deduces the normality and the Cohen᎐Macaulayness of these one-sided ladder determinantal varieties with ideals of mixed-size minors, as well as the fact that they have rational singularities. We also show that up to products with affine spaces each of these varieties is a basic open set in a Ž . classical ladder determinantal variety i.e., with equal-size minors and that it contains as a basic open set another classical ladder determinantal variety. This result, along with a general localisation lemma used to show it, enables us to compute the divisor class group and singular locus of these varieties, as well as to give a characterization of when they are Gorenstein.
In fact, there is a more general class of one-sided ladder determinantal w x varieties, which includes the class considered in 11 , as well as the one considered in this paper. The same methods would yield similar results for the varieties of this more general type. These more general one-sided ladder determinantal varieties are obtained by replacing the rectangular Ž regions L , 1 F i F h, above which were determined by the unique lower i . left corner and the upper outside corners of the one-sided ladder L by rectangular regions determined by the lower left corner and arbitrary Ž . points on the upper side of the ladder except the inside corners .
The ideals of the more general one-sided ladder determinantal varieties mentioned above are the analogue of ideals cogenerated by some fixed Ž . minor in a full matrix of indeterminates. Under this analogy, the subclass of ladder determinantal varieties studied in this paper corresponds to the classical determinantal varieties since both of these are the special case where the regions are determined by upper outside corners and the lower left corner.
The material in this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 1, 2, and 3 we review generalities on Schubert varieties. Specifically, Section 3 pro-Ž . vides the background on Schubert varieties in SL n rQ that is needed for Section 4, and Sections 1 and 2 give the necessary preliminaries for Section 3. In Section 4 we define the class of ladder determinantal varieties which we study, determine their dimensions via Grobner basis techniques, and bring out their relationship with Schubert varieties. The results in this section, as well as the techniques used in proving them, are similar to w x those for the class of varieties considered in 11 , even though the class of varieties studied here is neither more nor less general than the one considered there. Sections 5 and 6 are more algebraic in nature and can be read independently of the previous ones. Section 5 contains some localisation lemmas for the ladder determinantal rings of these varieties. In Section 6, we use these lemmas to determine the divisor class groups and singular loci of these rings and to give a criterion for Gorensteinness in terms of the shape of the ladder. In Section 5 we also give another consequence of the localisation lemmas, namely that these varieties can be realized as basic open sets of classical ladder determinantal varieties.
We briefly describe the basic notation which we shall use, although some further notation will be described along the way. Let k be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Let X be a matrix of indeterminates, and L : X a one-sided ladder determined by the outside corners , 1 F i F h, as in the picture above. Let L be the set of
indeterminates of X which are contained in the rectangle determined by w x and the lower left corner of X. Let k L denote the polynomial algebra i Ž .
< L < in the indeterminates contained in L, and let ‫ށ‬ L s ‫ށ‬ be the associ-Ž .
h Ž . ated affine space. Fix t s t , . . . , t g ‫ޚ‬ and let I L denote the ideal 1 h q t w x of k L generated by the t -minors of X which are contained in L ,
. Ž . R L the ladder determinantal¨ariety resp. ring associated to the onet sided ladder L.
SCHUBERT VARIETIES IN GrQ
In this section, we briefly review the generalities on Schubert varieties in w x GrQ. For details, we refer the readers to 1, 14 . 
y subgroup associated to ␤ cf. 1 . Let B be the Borel subgroup of G Ä y 4 opposite to B, i.e., the subgroup of G generated by T and U ¬ ␣ g R .
␣
The B 
has N s elements, and the coordinates of the projective 
For the natural action of G on ‫ސ‬ H V , we have that the isotropy at w x w x e n иии e is P while the orbit through e n иии e is G . Hence we 
The homogeneous ideal defining X for the Plucker embedding is thë rows with indices j , . . . , j . Now, denote by Z the unipotent subgroup of
We identify Z with the opposite big cell O O y in GrP . Then, given 
y X i , and I Y i the ideal defining Y i as a closed subvariety of O O .
As a direct consequence of Subsection 2.6, we have,
SCHUBERT VARIETIES IN THE FLAG VARIETY SL n rQ
In this section we review the background about Schubert varieties in Ž . SL n rQ. Specifically we describe the equations defining Schubert vari-Ž . eties in SL n rQ and their opposite cells, which we will need Ž . Let G s SL n , the special linear group of rank n y 1. Let T be the maximal torus consisting of all the diagonal matrices in G, and B the Borel subgroup consisting of all the upper triangular matrices in G. We Ž . Ä 4 have N T s all permutation matrices in G , i.e., the group of all G matrices in G with a unique non-zero entry in each row and column. Then it is seen easily that W gets identified with S , the symmetric group on n n Ž Ž . Ž .
Ž .. letters. Any w g S is usually written as w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n . . Let Q be a parabolic subgroup in
. follow 2 for indexing the simple roots . Then Q s P l иии l P , and
4
Then it is easily seen that W Q may be identified with I . and Q be the parabolic subgroup consisting of all the elements of G of the form
. a s 0 , A is a matrix of size a = a, and
where I is the c = c identity matrix, 1 F t F k, I is the a = a identity t t t a matrix, and if Ž .
MIXED LADDER DETERMINANTAL VARIETIES AND THEIR RELATION WITH SCHUBERT VARIETIES
In this section we define a new class of ladder determinantal varieties, determine their dimensions via Grobner basis techniques, and bring ouẗ their relationship with Schubert varieties.
Ž .

Definitions and Notations
be an m = n generic matrix. The variable X will also be referred to as
Ž . be a one-sided ladder in X, defined by the outside corners s b , a ,
Without loss of generality, we assume that b s 1 and a s n.
is1 i EXAMPLE 4.1.1. In Fig. 1 , X is an 11 = 9 generic matrix, i.e., m s 11, n s 9, and L is the one-sided ladder in X defined by the outside corners Ž . Ž .
Ž . 1, 3 , 4, 7 , and 8, 9 . Then L is an 11 = 3-matrix, L is an 8 = 7-matrix, 1 2 and L is a 4 = 9-matrix.
h ‫ށ‬ be the associated affine space. Let us fix t s t , . . . , t g ‫ޚ‬ and let 
and also that the vanishing of the t -minors in L is
generated by the minors in the set M ¬ M a minor of X such that
The Monomial Order $ and Grobner Bases.
We introduce a total order on the variables as
This induces a total order, namely the lexicographic order, on the set of w x w x monomials in k X s k X , . . . , X , denoted by $ . The largest mono-1 m n Ž . w x mial with respect to $ present in a polynomial f g k X is called the Ž . Ž initial term of f and is denoted by in f . Note that the initial term with . respect to $ of a minor of X is equal to the product of its elements on the skew diagonal. w x Ž Given an ideal I ; k X , a set G ; I is called a Grobner basis of I witḧ . Ž. respect to the monomial order $ if the ideal in I generated by the initial terms of the elements in I is generated by the initial terms of the elements in G. Note that a Grobner basis of I generates I as an ideal.
We recall the following 
Ž . 
⌽ be the set consisting of all the t -minors in X such that the number of
rows contained in X is less than t , for all j, 1 -j F h, and ⌽ is the set
Ž . Proof. Let M be the minor of X of size t y 1 given by the last 1 t y t rows of X _ X , 1 F i -h and the last t y 1 rows of X , and . hence j G j for all t, 1 F t F t y 1 . Therefore, in our case the condi-Ž .
Ž . tions 1 and 2 are equivalent to
Note that the above inequalities imply i t g 1, . . . , t _ t , . . . , t . It is easily seen that G s ⌽ , for 
Ž .
As a direct consequence, we obtain the following Let G G be the set of t -minors contained in L with at most t y 1 Ž . is a Grobner basis of I L with respect to the monomial order $ . Consider now a one-sided ladder defined by the outside corners
Let H be the one-sided ladder defined by the outside corners
Ä 4 i j s i j s
Obviously, t s t for 1 F i F h. It is easily seen that
Let ⌬ be the subset of L consisting of the elements in the first
resp., t y 1 columns if 1 -j F h resp., j s 1 , and the last
1F jF iF h ij
Diagramamatically, the vertical and horizontal lines defining the ladder L divide it into smaller rectangles, and inside each such rectangle R we write the number For neighboring rectangles as in Fig. 3 , we have t X F t.
Ž . The set ⌬ L ; L is obtained according to the four rules shown in Fig.   t 4, where the indeterminates contained in the shaded regions are to be Ž . Ž included in ⌬ L ⌽ written next to a side of some rectangle indicates t that that rectangle has no neighbor on that side, i.e., that side is part of the . border of the ladder .
As a consequence, we obtain t y t G t y t and t y t 
term of the t -minor in L having these elements on the skew diagonal
Ž . does not contain any variable in C C , and hence C C does not satisfy ) .
Therefore C C is a set of minimal cardinality among the sets satisfying Ž . ) , and the required result follows. Ž .
Ž . the opposite big cell in GrQ. Let X s X , 1 F b, a F n, be a generic b a n = n matrix and H the one-sided ladder in X defined by the outside Ž . Ž . 
We recall the following two lemmas. Proof. Let n be the size of a larger square matrix Y containing L below its main diagonal. Let L be defined in Y by the outside corners
in Y given by the free variables appearing in the matrix giving the general y Ž . form of the elements in O O , the opposite big cell in SL n rQ; then H is Ž . the one-sided ladder defined by the outside corners a q 1, a , 1 
Ž .
Note that the blocks of consecutive integers in w given by 2 above Ž . y t q 1 ) w a y t q 1 . This shows that g w , and therefore Ž . Ž . Ž . the outside corners 6, 3 , 9, 7 , and 13, 9 . We have Q s P l P l P ; 
LOCALISATION RESULTS
Our main goal in the next two sections is to determine the divisor class Ž . w x Ž . group and the singular locus of the ring R L s k L rI L , as well as to t t determine when it is Gorenstein, all by algebraic methods. In the process Ž . we shall also show that R L is a localisation at a single element of a t Ž . classical ladder determinantal ring that is, one with equal-size minors , Ž . and therefore we see that D L is a basic open set of a classical ladder t determinantal variety. In this section we develop the main localisation results, and in the next section we use them to determine the above-men-Ž . tioned properties of R L . 
Next, for each i, let Z denote the first t y 1 rows of the region L , and
X of k L , and let P be the ideal I Z q I L . We will let ᒍ and ᒍ . value of i . Similar results hold for these more general ladders; however, we did not wish to prove the main results in such extreme generality.
Localisation Lemma.
We shall employ the usual inversion trick, which is extended to this class of determinantal rings in the next lemma. In order to be able to state the lemma we need first to establish some further notation. 
Remark 5.1.5. Note that we are allowing that possibility that the ladder L may be of the slightly more general type mentioned in Remark 5.0.7, that is, some of the upper outside corners may lie above or beside one Ž . another e.g., see Example 5.1.3 . However, we are assuming that the ladder L with which we begin is not of this more general type.
Proof. Consider the map
Clearly and are inverses. Ž . and the subscript is just a reminder of the size of minor considered . The symbol over an index will mean that that particular row or column haŝ been omitted. subcases.
Ž . Subcase a . If M involves row b, then row operations again reduce the submatrix which yields M to one with entries X y X X X y1 every- 
where i F i and j F j. Thus ᒍ and ᒍ X are prime ideals of height one Then by that proposition there exist elements x and y and variables U , . . . , U , V , . . . , V such that
where i F i and j F j. So, by the lemma above there are two canoni- 
yields a localisation at ␦ s Ł ␦ of the polynomial ring in the variables Ž .
X one sees that ␦ s ᒍ l ᒍ , and one arrives at the same conclusion i i i as above.
6.2. The Singular Locus. The singular locus of a ring R is defined to be Ž . the subset of Spec R given by those prime ideals P such that the localisation R is a regular local ring. In this theorem we determine the P Ž . irreducible components in the singular locus of R L . 1 s 1, 1, . . . , 1 . Then the localisation
Ž . is not in P.Ž .Let R denote the ring R L and note that t -t for at least one j. Bỹ Ž w x. from L to L , which we will deal with below. Let P be P X l R. of the ladder disappears and we must be more careful. We may assume that all variables in L that do not have these conditions are in P, or else the previous argument could be applied. It is enough then to take the multiplicative set S generated by all the variables with these exceptional conditions and to see that S y1 R is nonregular unless all the t equal 2 and i all the regions contain elements of S. But this is clear since, using Lemma 5. One can give an alternate proof of this result using the techniques for w x finding the singular loci of the LDVs considered in 11 . w x 6.3. Gorensteinness. For the definition of a Gorenstein ring, see 16 . w x The conditions for Gorensteinness can be derived from Conca's results 5 for the case of ladders with equal-size minors as follows. 
